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point in the car is a Neg Gnd connection. That posted fuse block has a Neg terminal and bus
connections which you will not need. A lot of boats need that type of fuse block because they
are mostly made of fiberglass and you cant use the hull as a Gnd. Also, remember to get fuses
rated for the wire gauge and length of run, NOT the accessory. The purpose of the fuse among
other things is to prevent the wire from causing a fire by acting as the fuse. SqFt , Feb 25,
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password? Organize and protect circuits with a covered fuse block. Fuse Blocks are an
effective method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire in the event of an
over-loaded or short circuit. This Blue Sea Systems space-saving fuse block can provide
protection for new installations or when the panel has run out of breakers. Often used for
electronic installations, this fuse block can be fed by one breaker from the distribution panel
and supply power 12 additional circuits. Compact size allows it to be installed in tight spaces
close to the loads they protect. Available with a ground bus to match the requirements of your
application. The West Advisor articles have answered boaters' questions and provided
solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. West Marine has compiled one of the
Web's most comprehensive collections of technical boating information articles. We use
cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience. You can change
your cookie settings through your browser. To learn more about cookies, please see our
Privacy policy. Skip to cookie disclosure dialog Skip to content Skip to navigation menu.
Everyday Value Enlarged view of picture, opens dialog. Mouse Over to Zoom - Click to Enlarge.
In stock online. Quantity â€”. Add To Cart , opens dialog. Find in Store , opens dialog Add to My
List. Product Overview Organize and protect circuits with a covered fuse block Fuse Blocks are
an effective method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire in the event of
an over-loaded or short circuit. Advice The West Advisor articles have answered boaters'
questions and provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. Cookie
Disclosure We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience.
Fuse Blocks are an effective method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire
in the event of an over-loaded or short circuit. This Blue Sea Systems space-saving fuse block
can provide protection for new installations or when the panel has run out of breakers. Often
used for electronic installations, these fuse blocks can be fed by one breaker from the
distribution panel and supply power to 4 additional circuits. Terminals are located on one side
to concentrate wiring and minimize the overall footprint of the fuse block. Wiring Diagram.
Dimensional Drawing. The West Advisor articles have answered boaters' questions and
provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. West Marine has compiled one
of the Web's most comprehensive collections of technical boating information articles. We use

cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience. You can change
your cookie settings through your browser. To learn more about cookies, please see our
Privacy policy. Skip to cookie disclosure dialog Skip to content Skip to navigation menu.
Enlarged view of picture, opens dialog. Mouse Over to Zoom - Click to Enlarge. In stock online.
Quantity â€”. Add To Cart , opens dialog. Find in Store , opens dialog Add to My List. Product
Overview A four circuit fuse block that will fit almost anywhere Fuse Blocks are an effective
method of protection to prevent damage to wiring and possible fire in the event of an
over-loaded or short circuit. Advice The West Advisor articles have answered boaters'
questions and provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. Cookie
Disclosure We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience.
Login Shopping Cart. Clear insulating cover with label recesses accept Small Format Labels.
Questions about this item? Ask here. Put me on the Waiting List Get a Quote. Put me on the
Waiting List. Add to Wish List. One sample fuse is included, we suggest you purchase a set of
our EasyID fuses that light up when blown. Detailed specification, drawings, and description. Q:
I am looking for a fused bus that has one power feed from my battery. From there i would
ground and power up. These look like I would need to run power to each fuse. Is this correct? A:
With this fuse block there is a single positive and a single negative input. The inputs connect to
all six positions so all the circuits will be running off the same power supply. The max allowed
rating for the entire block is Amps and for any one circuit is 30 Amps. Was this answer helpful?
Submit an answer. A: I tried it out and 2 awg will fit comfortably. The stud requires a terminal
with a 10 hole and we don't stock a 2 awg terminal with that size hole. The largest we stock with
a 10 hole is 4 awg. Q: Does this product come with the fuses? A: It comes with one sample 15
Amp fuse. Q: How much does it cost to deliver this unit to Russia? For more information go to
P65Warnings. Manufacturers website. DC wire selection chart. Click to enlarge. Fuse selection
chart. A cover comes standard with each model to protect the conductive surfaces from
accidental shorting, label each circuit and store spare fuses. This solves the problem of large
and expensive circuit breaker panels used to provide circuit protection for electronics and other
branch circuits. With most circuit breaker panels a circuit breaker is used as well as an inline
fuse for most electronic devices. Below is a diagram of a typical panel installation. By using the
ST Blade Fuse Block as a sub-panel the space used is reduced and fuses more appropriate for
electronics can be used. This provides up to 12 branch circuits and does away with the inline
fuses while using only one position on the panel. This allows the use of a smaller panel and the
system has a lower overall cost per circuit. Related Items. Quick View. Add To Cart. Browse
Similar Items. Tech Tip Automotive installations use a fuse block without a ground bus because
they typically use the vehicle chassis as the ground and each item gets a single wire hookup.
For boats a fuse block with a ground bus is usually more appropriate because each item gets a
two wire hookup. Skip to main content of results for "blue sea fuse block". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option.
International Shipping. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. Get it as soon
as Fri, Feb Only 8 left in stock - order soon. In stock on March 2, Editorial recommendations. By
Tough Jobs Earns commissions. The best fuse blocks Jul 14, - 3 Recommendations. A fuse
block contains anywhere from two to 12 fuse circuits, which can be independent so each circuit
has its own individual input and output wires and shares power with other circuits. Also known
as a fuse panel, a fuse block is designed to keep voltage spikes and short circuits from
damaging wiring and electrical system parts. They are typically used in power distribution
systems. Read full article. Best Quality. Robust, high-quality fuse block. The fuse clip holds
fuses in place, even in harsh conditions. Its screws have a captive star lock Best Budget.
Compact block at a budget-friendly price. The light-on-a-budget fuse block has a stud for power
feed and 0. Best Overall. Meets high standards. The solid overall fuse block is made of
environment-friendly PBT material and meets all the stand Get it as soon as Thu, Feb FREE
Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 20 left in stock order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 3 left in stock order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in
stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.

Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. See more product details. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 9 hrs and 2 mins Details.
Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Brand: Blue Sea Systems. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different
sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured
items you may like. Register a free business account. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I just
installed it yesterday to replace and old 6 circuit block that used glass fuses corroded by 10
years of exposure to saltwater environment on a boat. Looks well made and the 6 individual
circuits can be configured for 1 to 6 feeds. It comes with 2 jumper clips, so plan your circuits
ahead of time and order the PN at the same time if you need more. Directions are very clear. For
the price I expected it to at least come with fuses but nope. In the end though it really cleaned
up my system and added some convenient safety too. One person found this helpful. I have
switches and fuses for everything and I wanted independent circuit protection for this part of
my 85 M aka K5 Blazer set up. This Blue Sea product fit the bill perfectly. I have a powered 6
switch box with 2 independent 40 amp circuits 3 switches on each main fuse. I used the fuse
block to protect each circuit going out to the individual 12v loads. So, 12v power out of the
switch when turned on, through the fuse block to load and finally to ground. This way I can
select the fuse size I want for each switch. I have various loads off the powered 6 switch box
ranging from 5 amp to 20 and each circuit is individually protected through this fuse block
rather than relying solely on the 40 amp main fuse on the switch box. If I somehow blow a fuse
on a single circuit, I don't take out the main 40 amp fuse. This does not have a bus bar
connection. Meaning, you don't distribute power through a single 12v lead coming into this
block. Each fuse circuit needs to have power to it or be switched to ground. It's an extension of
the wire with a fuse in between supply and load making a neat package rather than using a
bunch of inline fuses. Hope this helps! See all reviews. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Their
robust design makes them ideal for marine and vehicle DC electrical systems. All buses and
fuse clips are tin plated copper for corrosion resistance and optimal electrical conductivity. All
ST Blade fuse blocks utilize a specialized fuse clip that is designed to hold fuses in place in the
harshest conditions. All fasteners are stainless steel. Screws contain a captive star lock washer
for a faster more secure installation. Studs utilize flange nuts for a simpler and safer
installation. Fuses sold separately. Common Source: Single feed wire supplies power to all
circuits in the fuse block. Ignition Protection: Allows for use in a gasoline engine compartment.
Battery Terminal Mount: Fuse block can be mounted directly on the battery terminal stud. Skip
to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9
hrs and 2 mins Details. Only 6 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment

security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from
Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the
manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within
minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Brand: Blue Sea Systems.
Style: circ No Cover. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. From the manufacturer. Independent Source: Each circuit contains
an individual feed wire. Split Bus: Allows two isolated groups of 6 circuits each. See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I bought this in conjunction with a Small Black
Storm Box to keep it out of the elements. Fit perfectly inside the box and above my trucks
standard fuse box,. I ended up drilling into the box but used the correct tools to seal off the
holes and I couldn't be more pleased with how nice this Fuse Block makes all the additional
wires I need to connect to my battery look. I would definitely purchase this again if I had another
use for it. If I HAD to complain about something It would be the fact that the fuse block has a
Amp max per block, and a 30 Amp max per circuit limitation. If you wanted to use all 12 circuits
you could only use an average of 7. Granted amps is still a lot of power but It's the only limiting
factor I can think of. By Anthony Smith on July 19, Images in this review. This is one of the
worse things I have every bought of amazon. I mean it. As soon as I started to attach the ground
terminal the entire stud started spinning. Which means I couldn't screw it the rest of the way on,
or even get my battery cable off from it. It ruined two things. Talk about a waste of time. Not
even worth sending back. Tore my truck apart and had to put it back together for nothing. Waste
of an evening I'll never get back. If you have considered updating your fuse panel, this is
definitely the way to go. Pretty Simple set up. If you have your accessories all going to your
battery: 1. Locate the positive and negative wire to each accessory 2. If you need to, splice with
butt connectors the wires so that they can reach the fuse block with some length to allow you to
work. In this stage, a little more length than you need is far better than a little too short, or even
"exactly" the right length. You can shorten it later if you need to. Locate the main positive and
main negative that it attached to the battery you are using. Connect the positive wire from the
battery to the positive post of the fuse block, and the negative to the negative post. I attached
small ring connectors to the negative wires of the accessories bilge, aerator, nav lights, etc. You
don't need to worry about "where" the negative wires are connected, as long as they are secure
on the negative posts and as neat as you want them to be. The fuse side is numbered. With the
same size small ring connectors, attach the positive lead from your accessory to the number on
the fuse panel you want. You can either attach another ring connector on top of the one you just
installed onto another wire, then to wire that new wire to your switch. Another way is to connect
your positive lead and a separate pigtail into the ring connector on the fuse block, then run the
pig tail to the switch. If you blow a fuse, it has a small LED that lights up letting you know that
you lost that fuse. As I said I really wish I had found these for previous projects. I used this on
my old John Deere in order to add some extra accessories to the tractor. I love this thing, it is
almost all in one. It has a main power and ground in, 12 fused terminals and a ground block so
all your wiring can start at the same place. The only complaint that I really have about it is that it
does not have a main power fuse integrated into it which would have been nice. I just put an
inline fuse going to the fuse block but still it would have been nice to have it all in one and
would have taken up less space than what I did to put one in. Pros 12 fused links. Ground block
Cons No area to hold extra fuses No Main fuse slot. I need to attach Accessories to my Jeep
without making a wiring mess in the fuse box. This side mount fused terminal did the trick. It
bolts straight to the positive batter terminal. You simply add your acc wires to the screws on the
block ans when ready to use put your fuse in place, then ready to go.. It came with a see
through cover to protect everything from the weather,. When done everything looks nice and
organized, no extra wire curled up in odd places. Great for lights, stereo, of any other electrical
items you with to add to your vehicle. Recommended to everyone. I am very pleased with this
product and see why it gets 5 stars. It is expensive but the quality is there. We all want
something that will last. Renogy does have a product this good. I am especially pleased with
how 4 products came in one box. All was there, arrived on time, and in perfect condition. My

recent direct order from Renogy did not go well. They can be difficult to work with even though
seem to be trying hard. They do make good products, but I'd suggest ordering Renogy products
from Smile Amazon. Renogy charges re-stocking fees and requires you to pay the return
postage. Heck, Renogy does not include invoices with your order or what is supposed to be in
the package. Amazon stands behind all orders. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Convenient fuse box. Used in a my car to provide a power source to various devices
retrofitted heated seats, hardwired iPhone charger and dashcam. A little pricey but a quality
product. Instructions could be a little clearer for the inexperienced, but easy enough to figure
out. Report abuse. This is probably the best small fuse box you will get for a boat. High quality
fittings, stainless parts and useful little labels. The negative bus means wiring can be kept very
neat too. It also holds spare fuses. One person found this helpful. I needed to extend the
existing consumer unit, this was a fast and simple solution. Partly disappointed that Blue Sea
had not included the six fuses needed. It would have saved me a trip to the chandlers. I have 5
of these now, there is nothing else like them on the market for the price, the first one I bought
has sat in a damp land rover for over 3 years and there is no sign of the metal parts rusting.
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